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Extreme ultraviolet (XUV) attosecond pulses, generated by a process known as laser-induced electron
recollision, are a key ingredient for attosecond metrology, providing a tool to precisely initiate and
probe sub-femtosecond dynamics in the microcosms of atoms, molecules and solids[1]. However, with
the current technology, extending attosecond metrology to scrutinize the dynamics of the inner-shell
electrons is a challenge, that is because of the lower efficiency in generating the required soft x-
ray (~ω > 300eV) attosecond bursts and the lower absorption cross-sections in this spectral range.
A way around this problem is to use the recolliding electron to directly initiate the desired inner-
shell process, instead of using the currently low flux x-ray attosecond sources. Such an excitation
process occurs in a sub-femtosecond timescale, and may provide the necessary “pump” step in a
pump-probe experiment[2]. Here we used a few cycle infrared (λ0 ≈ 1800nm) source[3] and observed
direct evidences for inner-shell excitations through the laser-induced electron recollision process. It
is the first step toward time-resolved core-hole studies in the keV energy range with sub-femtosecond
time resolution.
Most of light-matter interaction processes, within the limits of “low” frequency and a few-photon interaction, are
well described by the single-active-electron approximation. In this approximation the dynamic of only one valence
electron is considered, while the effect of the rest is taken as an averaged masking charged cloud. On the other
hand, excitations of electron from deeper shells are usually accompanied by multi-electron dynamics such as double
excitation, the Auger decay, Cooper minima, and the giant resonance, which can not be explained by the single
active electron approximation. Such excitations are unstable and usually decay on a timescale ranging from few
femtosecond to few attosecond[4, 5]. The decay may take place in a single step, but more often occurs as a cascade
of radiative and non-radiative channels. Spectroscopic data may give some general information about the nature of
such dynamics but often fail to follow the exact details, for example, the line widths of the cascade Auger decays
reveal the total decay rate but not the order of decaying channels and their individual decay rate. To really follow
such dynamics, one resorts to a time domain spectroscopy[5–7], in which a first “pulse” initiates the process and a
second “pulse” probes it. Since the relevant timescale for such dynamics spans from attosecond to femtosecond and
the relevant energy-scale spans from 102 − 105eV, x-ray attosecond bursts may be the choice to serve as the pump
and the probe events. However, with the low photon flux of current soft x-ray attosecond sources (~ω > 300eV) and
the low absorption cross-sections in this spectral range, it is currently impossible to both pump and probe these
processes with attosecond x-ray pulses. To study processes involving valence electrons, an ultrashort infrared pulse is
often used to initiate the process, and a well synchronized XUV attosecond pulse probes it[1]. It is difficult to extend
this scheme to excite inner-shell processes because of the large energy difference between inner-shell energies and the
infrared photon energy. Excitation of inner-shell dynamics by laser-induced electron recollision might be the solution.
Here we show direct evidences for such excitations, as opposed to previous indirect evidences[8, 9]. Such an excitation
process occurs in a sub-femtosecond timescale, thus, provide the necessary “pump” step and might become key for
future “pump-probe” studies of inner-shell dynamics.
Insight to the laser-induced electron recollision process is given in a semi-classical model[10, 11], in which, the
electron is first tunnel-ionized by the strong electromagnetic laser field and then it is accelerated forth and back by
the same alternating field to return to its parent ion with excess kinetic energy. The outcome of this recollision
may split into three different channels (see figure 1): the first is recombination with the parent ion while emitting
energetic electromagnetic radiation (high order harmonic and XUV attosecond pulse generation); the second is elastic
scattering, which manifests itself in a discrete energy-spectrum of the scattered electron, known as above threshold
ionization (ATI [12]); and the third channel is an inelastic scattering, that results in additional excitation or ionization.
Indeed, only a few years after the discovery of the ATI and the high order harmonic (HOH), the accompanying “non-
sequential double ionization” (NSDI) process was discovered[13, 14]. While both the ATI and the HOH may well be
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FIG. 1: The different outcomes from the laser-induced electron recollision process. a) the returning electron recombines with
the hole left in the valence shell and release its excess energy as a XUV photon of the high order harmonics. b) the electron is
weakly scattered by the parent ion (elastic scattering) leading to the discrete ATI spectrum. c) the returning electron kicks out
another electron (NSDI). d) A large-angle scattering of the electron by the parent ion followed by soft x-ray emission due to
the strong charge acceleration (Bremsstrahlung radiation). e) the returning electron excites or ionizes an inner shell electron,
leaving a hole in this shell (e1). After a while, this excited electron recombines with the core-hole and may emit a soft x-ray
photon or decay by another non-radiative process (e2).
explained in the single-active-electron approximation through the above mentioned three-steps model, the NSDI is
the first evidence for laser induced inelastic recollision in which the returning electron kicks out another electron. The
same returning electron may be used to initiate ultrafast processes in atoms and molecules with a sub-femtosecond
time resolution[2]. If the recolliding electron gains enough kinetic energy, it may also initiate inner-shell excitations.
Methods
In our experiment we focus a 12 fs, 1mJ infrared radiation source (λ0 = 1.8µm) on a pulsed gas-jet and observed
the soft x-ray radiation from the interaction region. The reason for using infrared laser instead of 800 nm laser is the
quadratic scaling of the ponderomotive energy with the wavelength of the drive laser. According to the semi-classical
three steps model, the maximum energy an electron may come back with, when it collides with the parent ion, is equal
to 3.17Up ∝ I0λ
2 .Here, Up is the ponderomotive energy , I0 and λ are the peak intensity and the central wavelength of
the drive field respectively. Because of this quadratic scaling , there is now a great interest in developing and using few-
cycle radiation sources having longer wavelengths than 800nm. Such infrared sources have already demonstrated the
extension of HOH spectra towards the soft x-ray range (~ω > 1keV)[8]. The quadratic dependent of the pondermotive
energy with the drive wavelength also proves to be useful in generating bright and compact incoherent hard x-ray
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FIG. 2: The fluorescence spectra from the excited Ne (Blue) and Kr (red) atoms. The signal from the Ne is mainly from the
K-shell transition with a weak continuum that stretches up to ≈ 1600eV. In the Kr spectrum there is a sharp line, belonging
to the L-shell transition on top of a pronounced continuum. (the resolution of the SDD detector is not high enough to resolve
the Lα, Lβ splitting ).
source, by focusing sub 100fs infrared pulses on a solid target[15]. The infrared radiation source we have used here is
based on an optical parametric amplifier, described in detail elsewhere[3]. The soft x-ray radiation that is coming from
the excited atoms is a measure of the amount of excitation, but in order to separate it from the accompanying HOH
radiation, we observed the soft x-ray radiation at a right-angle to the infrared propagation direction. The infrared
beam was focused on the gas target placed inside a vacuum chamber by a f=300mm CaF2 lens to a spot size of about
65µm FWHM, results in a peak intensity of about 3×1015W/cm2. The corresponding ponderomotive energy is about
900eV, enough to excite the K-shell of neon and the L-shell of krypton. For the gas target we used jets of neon and
krypton from a pulsed nozzle (series 9 Parker nozzle, orifice diameter of 350µm and backing pressures ranging from
1-10 bar). Soft x-ray spectra from the krypton and the neon atom was recorded by a silicon drift detector (Amptek
XR-100SDD) with 12.5µm beryllium window.
Figure 2 shows the soft x-ray spectra coming from Ne and Kr targets. The spectrum shows the characteristic
K-shell line from Ne and L-shell line from Kr, on top of a wider continuum. The continuum radiation from Kr
extends up to ~2800eV which is in good agreement with the above mentioned formula for the maximum possible
kinetic energy of the re-colliding electron: Kmax = 3.17Up = 2.96× 10
−13I0λ
2 (K is in eV, I is in W/cm2 and λ is in
µm). We speculate that the origin of this continuum is either coming from the recombination radiation or from the
Bremsstrahlung radiation. The sharp cutoff at the lower energy end is due to absorption in the beryllium window.
Laser induced x-ray emission from solids and gas targets has a long history, dating back almost to the dawn of lasers,
when people start to look at the interaction of nsec and psec lasers with plasmas. In such a laser-matter interaction,
the intense laser is heating the plasma into a very high temperature through the inverse bremsstrahlung (IB) or above-
threshold-ionization (ATI) processes. The core-hole excitations are in thermal equilibrium with the surrounding hot
plasma. X-ray emission is one of the channels to keep it in detailed balance. For this model to be valid, it is required
that the laser-induced collision rate is much faster than the laser pulse duration, a condition easily met with solid
targets and picosecond long pulse duration. As the pulse duration gets shorter and shorter and the target density gets
lower and lower, the conditions reach a certain point after which there is not enough time for heating and thermalization
and the resultant plasma temperature drops to the level in which core-hole excitations are not possible anymore. S.
Dobosz et al. observed L-shell fluorecence from Kr ions by using 5 × 1017W/cm2, 130 fs, λ = 800nm laser, focused
on pulsed gas-jet[16]. In electron impact excitation experiments it is known that the characteristic emission may be
un-isotropic if it results from transitions in which the total angular momentum quantum number of the initial state
is j > 1/2. The angular distribution can then be expressed as I (θ) /I (pi/2) = 1−P cos2θ where P is the polarization
parameter[17, 18]. Bremsstrahlung radiation from projectile electrons may also show angular distribution described by
the modified Sommerfeld formula [18, 19]: I (θ) /I (pi/2) =
[
(1− βcosθ)
2
− P (cosθ − β)
2
]
/
[(
1− Pβ2
)
(1− βcosθ)
4
]
.
In the case of excitations due to thermal equilibrium with a hot ambient plasma, we would expect that this angular
distribution will average to zero. In their experiment, S. Dobosz et al. observed an isotropic radiation pattern and
therefore attributed this excitation to IB heating of Kr clusters. C. Prigent et. al, investigated the dependence of
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FIG. 3: The krypton L-shell fluorescence yield (a) and the continuum yield (b) as a function of the angle between polarization
direction and detector direction. We fit the fluorescence yield to the I (θ) /I (pi/2) = 1 − P cos2θ formula (blue broken line,
P=0.716) and the continuum with the modified Sommerfeld formula which is given above (red solid line, P=0.78)
such excitations on the laser pulse duration[20]. They found a sharp drop in the fluorescence yield as the laser pulses
get shorter than 50fs.
The goal of this study is to show that the core-hole excitations we have observed are indeed coming from the
recollision process and not from mere heating of the plasma. As a first step towards this goal we followed the
reasoning of [16] and tested the fluorescence and the continuum directionality. For that purpose we used a λ/2
waveplate to rotate the polarization direction with respect to the position of the detector and measured both the
x-ray fluorescence and the continuum yield as a function of that direction. We observed a minimum in both of them
when the polarized field pointed toward the detector and a maximum when it was approximately perpendicular to
that direction (see figure3). With the pulse duration of our IR source (only 2 cycle) and the gas densities we worked
at (1017 − 1018 cm−3 ), we are not expecting IB and ATI heating to play an important role in the observed core-hole
excitations. The dipole like radiation pattern (figure 3) strongly support the recollision excitation mechanism over
the IB and ATI heating processes.
To further test whether we have recollision excitation or not, we checked how the x-ray yield depends on the
drive’s ellipticity, since the recollision process is highly sensitive to the polarization ellipticity of the drive[21]. As
the ellipticity gets larger and larger, the electron trajectories are pushed away from the parent ion and never come
back to re-collide with it. Therefore, it is common practice to check whether a process is coming from the recollision
process or not by changing the drive polarization ellipticity. figure 4a shows the x-ray yield from the Kr target as
a function of the drive ellipticity. Indeed, we can see a strong reduction in the x-ray yield as the ellipticity grows.
However, as the ellipticity grows, the infrared peak intensity is reduced and leads to a reduced ionization rate which
can partially explain the reduction of the photon yield. To check if the reduction in the photon yield is due to the
lower ionization yield or due to the deflection of the returning electron, we compare again the results from the linear
polarization drive and the circular polarization drive, this time we keep the peak electric field the same (see figure 4b).
This test shows clearly that the main reduction in the x-ray yield is result of the electron deflection by the circular
polarization. Nevertheless, the signal is not completely disappear with circular polarization as one would expect from
the recollision induced excitation model. The origin of this residual x-ray emission remain an open question, calls
for further investigation. This residual x-ray emission might have a connection to other recently reported findings
from other groups. A non-sequential double ionization with circular polarization was reported by a few groups[22–
25]. Mizuno et al. observed an extended tail in the spectrum of the photo-electrons from the interaction of strong
circular laser field with Kr atoms, such a tail was believed to be a signature for electron recollision. Another option
is a”shake-up” process, in which tunnel ionization results in simultaneous excitation of one or more of the remaining
electrons[24]. It is also be possible that the gas-jet is thick enough to allow for fast ATI electrons to collide with atoms
within the jet and excite them
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FIG. 4: a) The x-ray radiation yield from the Kr atoms vs. the drive ellipticity. b) comparison of the x-ray yield when using a
linearly polarized or circlulary polarized infrared drive while keeping the peak electric field the same.
In conclusion, the dipole-like radiation pattern (figure 3) and the strong dependents of the x-ray emission on the
drive ellipticity (figure 4) are strong evidence supporting the recollision excitation mechanism over the IB and ATI
heating processes. Since the recollision excitation process occurs at the sub-femtosecond timescale, it opens the door
for time domain studies of electron dynamics in highly excited states where the recollision event initiates the excitation
followed by a synchronized attosecond probe pulse.
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